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\ B. Post Refueling Procedure Review
|

During the period of 8/3/80 through 8/6/80 the : procedure reviewed included:
PT-100, Pre-Critical Testing;
SP-102, Rod Drop Times

SP-401, Control Rod Progra==ing Vr-'.fication;
PT-101, Reactor Coolant Flow and llow Coastdown;
PT-110, Zero Pcwer Physics Testing;
PT-111, All-Rods-Out Boron Concentration Determination;
FT-112, Regulating Rods Group Measurement;
PT-114, Teeperature Coefficient Determination;
PT-115, Ejected Rod Vorth Measurement;
PT-116, Determination of Sensible Heat; and,
PT-120, Power Escalation Testing.

These procedures were discussed with the reactor specialist
unanswered issue recains: , and only one

of PT-120 should specify the most negative acceptable valve of the dopplerThe licensee will consider whether step 10.2.9coefficient as well as the least negative valve.
followup item (302/B0-28-06). This will be an inspector

9. Nonroutine Events

IDG Turbo '.harger Bearing Failure !
a.

On August 2 at 1308 hours the
"B" emergency diesel generator (EDG)

!
|

tripped due to a bearing failure in the turbocharger was
the bearing failure at this time is unknown. The cause of.

the failed bearing is being sent to Colt Industries for analysis
The turbocharger with

the failure. The "B"
EDG was repaired, and declared operable within

of
the action ;statement
turbocharger bearing failure will be followed as an inspector follrequirements of the TS. The evaluation of theitem (302/80-28-07). owup

b. Reactor Trip Due to Technician Error

Ca
.

August 19 at 1109 hours the reactor tripped from 75% power
trip was caused by an inexperienced Instrument and Control (E6C) tThe.

cian who, when told to free a condenser hotwell level switch to enableechni- * * '

feedwater heater high level switch. starting a fourth main circulating water pump, inadvertently tripped a
switch tripped the main turbine which in turn tripped the reactor.The feedwater heater high level
normal reactor shutdo'wn occurred with all safety system responding asA
designed. The
five minutes after the tripinspector arrived in the conttol room approximately
the plant to a stable shutdown condition.nd observed operator response to return

The inspector discussed the
event with the licensee as to the use of less experienced technicians
performing unsupervised maintenance on non-safety related systems.
ment of technicians. management memorandum was issued providing guidelines as to the assign-

A

event at this time. The ins;ectors have no further questions on this
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